SHH! WE’RE WRITING THE CONSTITUTION

by Jean Fritz, illustrated by Tomie DePaola
Themes: American History
Grade Level: Grades 3-6
Running Time: 30 minutes

SUMMARY
Shhh! We’re Writing the Constitution is the story of how our Constitution was created. In 1786 delegates were sent to Philadelphia to try and create an ordered system of government. A system was developed based on the Virginia plan's three branches of government. The story outlines the personalities of people including George Washington, James Madison, and Benjamin Franklin who were instrumental in creating this important document. The story also tells why people were opposed to the formation of a “national” government and the necessity for a “Bill of Rights” outlining the freedoms of the nation’s people.

OBJECTIVES
• Children will learn the need for a Constitution
• Children will explore the creation of the Constitution
• Children will learn about important individuals whose aims were to develop an ordered system of government.

BEFORE VIEWING ACTIVITIES
Share the book, Shh! We’re Writing the Constitution, with children. Then ask:
• Why did the thirteen states need a Constitution?
• Why do you think so many people were opposed to the word, “national”?

Talk about the the main branches of government and the responsibilities of each. Then have children create a poster, drawing symbols for each branch and briefly outlining the workings of each branch.

Discuss what life in our country might be like without a set of rules or guidelines to follow. Ask:
• What problems might arise without rules?
• What could people do to maintain order?

Suggest several hypothetical situations where the freedoms of two groups of people cause conflict. Have children divide into two teams, each representing a different side of the conflict so that each team feels satisfied.

AFTER VIEWING ACTIVITIES
Have children use the school library to research the Bill of Rights. Then have children think about a classroom Bill of Rights. Ask:
• What kinds of freedoms do you think everyone in our classroom should have?
• What kind of freedoms might get in the way of learning and getting along?

Provide markers and posterboard and have children work together to write a classroom Bill of Rights. As children work, emphasize the ways people work together to derive a consensus on various issues. Post the “Bill of Rights” on a classroom wall.

Have children divide into two groups. One group will pretend to be federalists, the other antifederalists. Encourage each group to give arguments as to why they are in agreement, or opposed to the ratification of the Constitution. Ask children to research the ten most recent Presidents of the United States. Then have children share the information they collected about the Presidents. As children discuss these men and their presidencies, include in the discussion: impeachment, one-term vs. two-term presidencies and political philosophies. Finally, have children decide whom they find to have been the most effective president and the reasons for their choices.

Other Weston Woods programs about American culture include:
AND THEN WHAT HAPPENED, PAUL REVERE? by Jean Fritz, ill. by Margot Tomes
THE PILGRIMS OF PLIMOTH by Marcia Sewall
THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER by Francis Scott Key, ill. by Peter Spier
WHERE DO YOU THINK YOU’RE GOING, CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS? by Jean Fritz, ill. by Margot Tomes
WHY DON’T YOU GET A HORSE, SAM ADAMS? by Jean Fritz, ill. by Trina Schart Hyman
WILL YOU SIGN HERE, JOHN HANCOCK? by Jean Fritz, ill. by Trina Schart Hyman

TO ORDER: For Public Library sales call 800-243-5020 / For School Library sales call 800-621-1115
This guide may be photocopied for free distribution without restriction.